
Introduction to Hip

Physiotherapy in Calgary for Hip

Welcome to Momentum Health's patient resource about hip problems.

A hip injury is nothing to joke about, it is one of the most
serious injuries a person can suffer through and one that can lead to long-term health problems if not
addressed correctly or inevitably prevented.  Athletes who play active sports like football, soccer, and rugby
are more prone to suffering through a hip injury than athletes in other sports, however, hip injuries can also
occur by accident, whether through a bad fall or quick and awkward movement.  Therefore, you must know
how to take care of yourself so you do not fall victim to this debilitating injury.

This area of our site covers everything you need to be aware of as it relates to your hips and keeping them
healthy.

Remember, good health and a little prevention now will protect this sensitive area as you age.  We want to
be there with you to proactively protect and prevent against hip injuries.

Click on one of these links to learn more:

Hip Anatomy

Hip Issues

Hip Surgery

FAQs

Hear from some of our patients who we treated for Hip Pain

• • • • • 
“ From the beginning the staff have been excellent. This is an excellent program for anyone with
Osteoarthritis in your knees or hips, as you can avoid surgery by doing the exercises and movements... ”
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https://www.momentumhealth.ca/Injuries-Conditions/Hip/Hip-Anatomy/a~299/article.html
https://www.momentumhealth.ca:443/Injuries-Conditions/Hip/Introduction-to-Hip/a~2461/Injuries-Conditions/Hip/Hip-Issues/c~113/category.html
https://www.momentumhealth.ca:443/Injuries-Conditions/Hip/Introduction-to-Hip/a~2461/Injuries-Conditions/Hip/Surgery/c~118/category.html
https://www.momentumhealth.ca:443/Injuries-Conditions/Hip/Introduction-to-Hip/a~2461/Injuries-Conditions/Hip/FAQs/c~115/category.html


“ From the beginning the staff have been excellent. This is an excellent program for anyone with
Osteoarthritis in your knees or hips, as you can avoid surgery by doing the exercises and movements taught
in this program. Thank you Carley for explaining the GLA:D program to us at the beginning. Josh(
Kinesiologist),did an excellent job of teaching us proper exercise and movements to alleviate pain in these
joints. If we were not doing it right he would correct us. I really noticed less pain in my right knee and left
hip. I would recommend this program to anyone having hip and knee pain. Thank you, Madeline ”
Madeline H
Calgary, AB
View all google reviews

• • • • • 
“ AHS post hip physio here has been great ”
“ AHS post hip physio here has been great ”
Baron C
Calgary, AB
View all google reviews

• • • • • 
“ Good morning i have been having nerve problems and numbness in my left leg hip and ankle, since i have
been coming there i have been treated with respect and kindness for my problem, i feel very... ”
“ Good morning i have been having nerve problems and numbness in my left leg hip and ankle, since i have
been coming there i have been treated with respect and kindness for my problem, i feel very confident that
the team there will help me to get better if possible. Russ is awesum he has done things that no other physio
place has tried i believe he accutually cares about my injury and healing process. Hats off to all of you i
would recommend treatment here for anyone who has issues with your body. ”
David P
Calgary, AB
View all google reviews

• • • • • 
“ I would like to thank Mark Taylor for walking through sessions of exercise with me. I had right shoulder
and hip pain and the exercises really help me to keep active when I need to. Thank you Momentum... ”
“ I would like to thank Mark Taylor for walking through sessions of exercise with me. I had right shoulder
and hip pain and the exercises really help me to keep active when I need to. Thank you Momentum Health
for your services! ”
William H
Calgary, AB
View all google reviews

• • • • • 
“ I was referred to Momentum Health Seton by a friend who recommended Eli to help me with my seized
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https://local.google.com/place?id=13714662874203685979&use=srp&hl=en
https://local.google.com/place?id=3894320344617251636&use=srp&hl=en
https://local.google.com/place?id=16186668374989577392&use=srp&hl=en
https://local.google.com/place?id=5090846470826951152&use=srp&hl=en


hips. Eli is a miracle worker and a master teacher. He not only diagnosed my issue and did several... ”
“ I was referred to Momentum Health Seton by a friend who recommended Eli to help me with my seized
hips. Eli is a miracle worker and a master teacher. He not only diagnosed my issue and did several in-clinic
treatments, but he also clearly and simply explained what I was dealing with, why, what he was doing and
how I could address and prevent recurrence on my own. I would unhesitatingly recommend Eli if you are
looking for a physiotherapist who listens, knows his craft well, and explains things beautifully without using
a lot of technical jargon or sounding condescending. ”
Esther W
Calgary, AB
View all google reviews

• • • • • 
“ The staff at Momentum Health Deerfoot are outstanding. I am always greeted at the front desk in a
professional manner and it is usually the friendly, Obe. My Physiotherapist, Rebecca is outstanding.... ”
“ The staff at Momentum Health Deerfoot are outstanding. I am always greeted at the front desk in a
professional manner and it is usually the friendly, Obe. My Physiotherapist, Rebecca is outstanding. She is
helping me get back to my old active self from knee and hip issues. Rebecca's exercises are great and she
makes sure that I understand how to do them properly. I love the app she keeps up to date to help refresh my
memory at home. I I always feel that I have Rebecca's total attention and she is not running to another
client. I really appreciate how closely Rebecca works with my Physiatrist at Kinesis Medical. ”
Ann G
Calgary, AB
View all google reviews

• • • • • 
“ I have just completed the Glad Program for knees and hips at Momentum Health Seton. Great program!
Terrific instructor! (Victoria McArthur). The exercises strengthen involved muscles to increase... ”
“ I have just completed the Glad Program for knees and hips at Momentum Health Seton. Great program!
Terrific instructor! (Victoria McArthur). The exercises strengthen involved muscles to increase mobility.
Although I personally didn't see much difference in pain levels, I most definitely saw an increase in strength
and mobility. Well worth the time and effort involved. ”
Janet R
Calgary, AB
View all google reviews

• • • • • 
“ I consider myself a fairly healthy person. Granted we always have questions about our bodies. I went to
the chiropractor one day after I felt my hips were misaligned, turns out I was right. The... ”
“ I consider myself a fairly healthy person. Granted we always have questions about our bodies. I went to
the chiropractor one day after I felt my hips were misaligned, turns out I was right. The chiropractor helped
me immediately and set up a schedule for appointments to get my issue corrected. I also used the services of
the naturopath to work on my digestion issues and levels of exhaustion. I can honestly say I will always
come back for their great service and friendly demeanor. It has been a pleasure. ”
Aliya L
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https://local.google.com/place?id=4267565141722455047&use=srp&hl=en
https://local.google.com/place?id=16186668374989577392&use=srp&hl=en
https://local.google.com/place?id=4267565141722455047&use=srp&hl=en


Calgary, AB
View all google reviews

• • • • • 
“ TESTIMONY TO THE AMAZING DR VICTORIA MCARTHUR AND PHYSIOTHERAPISY
KRISTEN HUNTER. back storey -after competeing in freestyle wrestling for 20 years I suffered from many
concussions and impact to the... ”
“ TESTIMONY TO THE AMAZING DR VICTORIA MCARTHUR AND PHYSIOTHERAPISY
KRISTEN HUNTER. back storey -after competeing in freestyle wrestling for 20 years I suffered from many
concussions and impact to the head compression my neck. - in 2013 I took a very traumatic punch to the
head and have suffered from concussion symptoms for 7 years. Symptoms included - deliberating headaches
- constant neck pain - painful muscle spasms - inability to focus - sensitivity to light - irritatability -
depression After 20 years of dedicating myself to a sport such as wrestling you can imagine my work effthic
. However over the last 7 years due to this pain I had been fired from Jobs and lost relationships. Over the
last 7 years I've been to many doctors and specialists. You name it and I tried it. All had come to the same
conclusions either I was stressed ( yes I was but it was due to the pain) or I was depressed ( yes I was due to
the pain) Back in January after another failed attempt to get a diagnosis I found myself in a really dark place
and decided I would rather not live due to the quality of life and limitations due to the pain. I decided I
would try one more place and that would be it ( my hailmary) . That's when I first saw Kristen. Quickly
Kristen was able to identify and start treating the cause of my pain . ( finally I had hope ) In as little as one
week she had treated me to the point that I was finally having some good days . Whats even better ? Kristen
decided that bringing Dr Victoria in on my treatment was the right decision and care for me . These two
people were a God sent to my life . Quickly all of a sudden I was having 2-3 good days in a row ( something
I hadn't experienced in 7 year) As I write this I can hardly believe what I'm about to say but after 7 years of
constant life ruining pain . I am now pain free ! Do yourself a favour ( you , yes you deserve it) you do not
have to live In pain . Book with Dr Victoria and Kristen to improve your quality of life ! ”
Matt B
Calgary, AB
View all google reviews

• • • • • 
“ I have had two hip replacements in the last year(2020). Meghan helped helped a lot for first hip
replacement. Now both Meghan and Rachel have helped me a lot as well with second hip replacement.
Both... ”
“ I have had two hip replacements in the last year(2020). Meghan helped helped a lot for first hip
replacement. Now both Meghan and Rachel have helped me a lot as well with second hip replacement. Both
Meghan and Rachel are experts in what they do and how to release tight muscles from surgery for a speedy
recovery. Meghan and Rachel gave many stretches and exercises to do at home that have helped immensely
with my speedy recovery. Awesome job Meghan and Rachel. Thank you!!!! Ray ”
Ray F
Calgary, AB
View all google reviews

• • • • • 
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https://local.google.com/place?id=17471731151939675935&use=srp&hl=en
https://local.google.com/place?id=4267565141722455047&use=srp&hl=en
https://local.google.com/place?id=3894320344617251636&use=srp&hl=en


“ Amy and Nicole are awesome and have helped me on numerous occasions with a repetitive shoulder
injury as well as a hip injury I had over the summer! They were both really helpful in taking the time to... ”
“ Amy and Nicole are awesome and have helped me on numerous occasions with a repetitive shoulder
injury as well as a hip injury I had over the summer! They were both really helpful in taking the time to
explain what I could expect regarding healing times and things to focus on or avoid in my exercises. They
are both so friendly and knowledgeable, and Amy was very thorough in her assessment and treatment of
both my injuries! Thank you for all of the help, I will be back to West Springs soon! ”
Rebecca B
Calgary, AB
View all google reviews

• • • • • 
“ I have had a sore hip for 4 years. ( stretched the quadrates femurs? ). No one knew this at the time. After
shockwave therapy, cortisone shots, acupuncture, chiropractor, and a different... ”
“ I have had a sore hip for 4 years. ( stretched the quadrates femurs? ). No one knew this at the time. After
shockwave therapy, cortisone shots, acupuncture, chiropractor, and a different physiotherapist , I was no
further ahead. I could not sleep on my preferred position on my left side. ( the sore hip side ). Kaylie used
IMS, and strengthening exercises, and within 3 sessions, I could sleep on my left side again !!! Amazing
results, and such a nice person on top of all that. ”
Keto No Bull
Calgary, AB
View all google reviews

• • • • • 
“ Jen and Jason were able to give me the relief I so desperately needed with my hip pain. I now have the
excersizes and the tools to be able to help the process of healing this injury. I would HIGHLY... ”
“ Jen and Jason were able to give me the relief I so desperately needed with my hip pain. I now have the
excersizes and the tools to be able to help the process of healing this injury. I would HIGHLY recommend
anyone who has any aches/pains or any injury needing help to reach out and make an appointment to see
them. I cant say enough good things about this team and the company. ”
Cara W
Calgary, AB
View all google reviews

• • • • • 
“ I wouldn't be able to rave about a team of therapists more than the ones at Momentum Health West
Springs, they truly care about each individual person that walks into that clinic. From the team of... ”
“ I wouldn't be able to rave about a team of therapists more than the ones at Momentum Health West
Springs, they truly care about each individual person that walks into that clinic. From the team of amazing
administrators to every therapist I have worked with, the experience is always top notch and they are willing
to go the extra mile in every aspect, from billing to your recovery journey. I was fortunate to work along
side this team and receive a holistic and integrative approach to any complaints I had, with Dr. Kait helping
with stress management and healing digestive issues, whilst the team of PTs and RMTs helped with injury
recovery and Dr. Ally and Dr. Caterina squeezing me in whenever I needed a quick tune up, all helping to
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https://local.google.com/place?id=17471731151939675935&use=srp&hl=en
https://local.google.com/place?id=17471731151939675935&use=srp&hl=en
https://local.google.com/place?id=17471731151939675935&use=srp&hl=en


make me feel human again! I even referred my Mother to see Amy & Nicole for Physio and join the GLAD
program after her hip replacement surgery, and she is now doing weekly yoga pain free! I have lived away
for 7 months now and have struggled to find any place or therapist comparable to Momentum. If I could fly
home just to get treatments from this team, I honestly would! Thank you guys for having such a positive
impact on our lives ”
Roxanne M
Calgary, AB
View all google reviews

• • • • • 
“ Hi the glad program help me a lot as before i did the Hip and Knee glad program my knee's would give in
on me and caused a lot of pain from the arthritis , i am now able to do more in my job with... ”
“ Hi the glad program help me a lot as before i did the Hip and Knee glad program my knee's would give in
on me and caused a lot of pain from the arthritis , i am now able to do more in my job with stairs and
walking the dog not much but more then i was able to do before , also has a loud me to get down on my
knee's a bit more not for long . Thank you ”
S H
Calgary, AB
View all google reviews

• • 
• • • • • 
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https://local.google.com/place?id=17471731151939675935&use=srp&hl=en
https://local.google.com/place?id=13714662874203685979&use=srp&hl=en
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